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THOUGHT OF THE WEEK  

‘Did you ever imagine that what we call “vulnerability” might just be the key to ongoing growth?  In 

my experience, healthily vulnerable people use every occasion to expand, change and grow.  Yet it 

is a risky position to live undefended, in a kind of constant openness to the other—because it would 

mean others could sometimes actually wound you . . . . But only if we choose to take this risk do we 

allow the exact opposite possibility:  the other might also gift you, free you, and even love you’

(p. 57, The Divine Dance, Richard Rohr, SPCK 2016). 

Vulnerability has been embedded in conversations over the past four months in many different 

contexts, from the most vulnerable pupils and families, to the most vulnerable individuals being 

required to shield, to the emotions of vulnerability that so many have felt at some point since March, 

whether in a personal or professional context.  

Being vulnerable often brings connotations of fear; it’s a sense of the opening up of the most 

unprotected parts of ourselves and can leave us feeling unnaturally exposed. Yet if we take Richard 

Rohr’s and Brene Brown’s thinking the risk of embracing vulnerability can lead to incredible growth 

and change.  

As we journey forward in a time where so much is still unknown, and as we grapple with the changes 

to life moving out of lockdown, we are reminded of the vulnerability Jesus displayed in the Garden of 

Gethsemane. As he kneels in the garden alone to say his prayers, he opens himself up to God, asking 

“My Father, if it is possible, may this cup be taken from me?” Overwhelmed with sadness and anguish, 

he prays three times, while also accepting “may your will be done.” 

However we feel; however our communities, families and pupils feel as we navigate this tricky time we 

can be sure of the ongoing and constant love we receive from God as we follow the paths set before 

us.  


